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‘The emphasis is still on pedagogy leading the 

use of technology, rather than adapting to what 

technology offers.

However… The multiplicity of learning 

technologies opens up new territories for 

education… Yes, we do need to keep re-thinking 

the style and scope of pedagogy as the digital 

age continues to throw up new technology driven 

challenges.’

Diana Laurillard in Rethinking University Teaching (2013)
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Continuum of educational provision

From purely face-to-face (contact) tuition through to 

education solely at a distance. 

As for face-to-face education, there are many variations 

of distance provision. 



Moving to a second dimension

No digital support Digitally Supported Internet-supported Internet-dependent Fully online 

Offline Online

Face to face (F2F) Mixed Mode  Distance Education

On Campus Off campus

Spatial or geographic distribution of teachers and learners

Extent of digital support





Forms of thinking

Remember Understand       Apply             Analyse Evaluate Create

Add a pedagogical dimension



Twenty to Thirty One to two hundred One thousand  

plus

Add class size



Why the Interest in Diverse Modes of 

Provision?

Globally:

• Demand increasingly outstripping supply – improving 

educational level and necessity for lifelong learning

• Current models unaffordable

• Possibilities afforded by technology 

Our context

• Increasing numbers of matriculants exiting the sector, 

plus those previously excluded

• CHE study on future financing

• Technology increasingly available to SA students



Access to technology

• On campus bandwidth and Eduroam

• Cost of bandwidth off campus – Telkom. MTN and 
Cell C recent offer (cf Unisa)  & increasing urban 
hotspots

• Cost of devices: 

– tablets and laptops (UJ all first year students, SPU..DHET 
Personal Mobile Devices Project – R2324)

– smart phones (e.g. Smart Kicka 2 – R630)



Fed by undersea cables – Seacom (10 Gbps) and WACS (20 Gbps)



For online learning, connectivity 

demands are high

Entry-level connectivity is estimated at 100MB 

per month, maturing connectivity at 500MB, 

and full connectivity at a level where online 

education becomes viable is estimated at 2GB 

per month (Internet.org, 2014). 





What can we deduce from this?

• Residential university education is very costly with a major 
proportion of costs emanating from residential costs and not 
from tuition costs 

• Use of different modes of provision – fully online or distance 
education – can obviate or greatly reduce the need to come 
to campus, or to live near campus. Campus facilities, both 
teaching and learning spaces and residential spaces, need not 
be expanded and could even be reduced 

• HOWEVER…..



Lessons from 
distance education 

in SA



Already distance education 

made a huge contribution to access

• Distance hovers around 40% of total university 

headcount enrolment



Distance Education/off campus 

Contribution to Access

• Flexible -Doesn’t demand that students always come to 

a fixed place at fixed time

• Accessible to working students, students in remote 

areas, students with other commitments (64% of 

distance students are female in 2013 – cf 54% in 

contact)

• More accessible to disabled students

• More flexible entry requirements 



Distance Education 

Contribution to Access

Lower input cost for the system

• Input subsidy currently half of ‘contact’

Lower cost for the student

• Fees for a qualification in distance tend to be half that 

for a ‘contact’ qualification

• Most often, no additional accommodation costs



In 2015, 27% of all distance education students are 24 or younger

(19% of all students younger than 24 are in distance education) 



Where is the Provision?

• Largely at Unisa after a clampdown in policy on 

distance provision,  now at NW, UP, UFS…

• New policy for universities opens opportunity to, and 

even encourages, institutions to offer distance

– Part of the imperative to increase university participation rates

• DHET quite cautious on the basis of previous experience 

of many low cost, poor quality, high profit endeavours –

so quality assurance imperative

• Policy therefore requires careful quality assurance of 

all programmes which shift to distance



But what about cost 
effectiveness?



Costs are much lower

• Input subsidy half and student fees half

• CHE study in 2004 showed that for classes larger that 
500, an enabling learning design including active 
student support, assessment and feedback could be 
afforded on student fees alone – sadly such designs 
are not the norm in SA



2005

First-time Entry 

3 year Degree 

and Diploma



Distance Education: undergraduate cohorts  -

2000 to 2010, and 2004 to 2014



Some areas where there are better 

throughput rates

• One year qualifications – Unisa’s one yr diplomas, 

UP’s one yr Advanced Certificate in Education (50%), 

UP’s B Ed Hons (60%)

• 13% throughput of 20018 to 2014 cohort ranged over 

40% Ed to 8% SET

• Unisa’s Ed was only 24% while all of distance for 

Education was 40%



Key elements that support practice for 

student success 

• pre-study information, advice, guidance and admission 

• curriculum or programme design for student success 

• intervention at key points and in response to student need 

• assessment to support learning as well as to judge achievement • 

individualised and personalised systems of support to students 

• information and logistical systems that communicate between all 

relevant participants in the system 

• managing for student success

Tait. A, Student success in open, distance and e-learning, 2015, ICDE



Tension between 

allowing access 

and 

adequately providing for success



• Funding formula rewards access more than 
success

• CHE emphasises quality provision 

(Good Practice Guide to DE in a Digital Age)

• DHET used to emphasise access, increasing 
emphasising success 



Lessons from 
fully online 
provision -
internationally



Cost savings for Online learning

• Speculation of a radical reduction in costs, largely on 
account of transferring content at a marginal costs of 
zero, substituting online networks for face-to-face 
engagement, and using peer assessment or machine 
assessment to reduce costs of faculty assessment

• Little empirical literature which makes the 
comparisons rigorously (HEQC Ontario, 2013)

• Many barriers in place which mitigate against the 
options being taken seriously (HEQC Ontario, 2013)

‘’ Cutting ribbons on a new building is much more photogenic 
for politicians than enrolling another 1000 students online’’ 
(Bates, 2014)

(



Effectiveness: Meta-analyses 

US Dept of Education (2010) found that, on average, 

• students in online learning performed at a level that 
was statistically equivalent to those receiving face-to-
face instruction

• students in hybrid learning conditions performed 
modestly better than those receiving face-to-face 
instruction

However, Higher Education Quality Council of Ontario 
(2013) found

• A large number of serious challenges to the validity 
of the studies analysed



Of particular concern

• Studies, based on very large datasets (40 000 online 
students in nearly 500 000 courses) have shown that 
online education  may add to the educational 
disadvantages of students who already tend to 
perform less well than their peers (males, younger 
students, black students, and students with lower 
grade point averages)  (Xu & Jagger, 2011, 2013 &2014). 

• HEQC Ontario (2013. p2) concludes that ‘’the students 
most likely to benefit from online instruction are those who 
are academically well-prepared and highly motivated to learn 
independently” 



Massively Open Online Courses 
(MOOCS)

Largely instructor led –online distribution of materials and 
automated or peer-sourced feedback. Lots of lurkers. 

MOOC students

• predominantly highly educated

• largely employed

• more men than women

• more educated than the general population (esp in 
BRICS and other developing countries)

• largely from developed countries

• those from developing countries older

(Christensen et al 2013, Palin 2014, cited in Czerniewicz, 2016)



Some 
possibilities…….



• Designing, developing and offering online 
courses 

– across a number of universities where numbers are 
low

– high demand courses offered across the university 
system

– Where the need for ‘’decolonisation’’ is most 
urgent

• Developing materials for use across the 
university system (DBE SMT Hdip, EU ECD)

• Moving towards resource-based learning and 
not wasteful lecture models

• Moving towards open educational resources 
and open textbooks



Open Educational Resources

Open Educational Resources (OER) describe 

any educational resources that are openly 

available for use by educators and 

students, without an accompanying need to 

pay royalties or licence fees



Open Educational Resources

• OER have the potential to advance the delivery 

of education by increasing the availability of 

relevant learning materials, reducing the cost 

of accessing educational materials, and 

stimulating the active engagement of teaching 

staff and students in creating learning 

resources – especially relevant in efforts to 

decolonise the curriculum.

• According to NSFAS study, textbooks make up 

about 9% of the academic costs borne by 

students



Example from USA:

Compare

• Traditional:

1500 students x $80 per book = $120 000 to last 7 years

book out-dated by end, students can’t annotate, don’t 

own

Vs

• Open

Academic time to version open textbook each year -

$8700

• 1500 students x $3.73 per book x 7 years = $39 194

Savings: $72 106



USA legislation

• The Affordable College Textbook Act 

(S.2176/H.R.3721) seeks to reduce the cost of 

textbooks at U.S. colleges and universities by 

expanding the use of open textbooks (and 

other Open Educational Resources) that 

everyone can use, adapt and share freely. 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/senate-bill/2176
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/3721
http://sparcopen.org/open-education/


S.A.’s own Siyavula Open Textbooks and Digital Resources

• Moving towards open 

educational resources 

and open textbooks

• Moving towards open 

educational resources 

and open textbooks



We need purposive 
exploration of the options 

open to us that speak to our 
context and our challenges


